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Chinese Opera: Images and Stories. By Siu Wang-ngai, with
Peter Lovrick. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1997.
253 pp.， 180 photos. US$45.00 (cloth) ISBN 0-295-97610-1.

A visually fascinating survey of traditional narratives and
theatrical styles, Chinese Opera makes its subject come alive.
By choosing an accessible approach to a wide repertoire and
over 300 different regional styles of Chinese opera, Peter
Lovrick introduces characters, plots, and the music of this multi
faceted art form. Because the book is not lla scholarly work
meant for specialists in Chinese studies” （
vii)， readers are
supplied with basic information on Chinese dynastic history and
pinyin pronunciation. In spite of the casual tone and the intention
to reach out to a broad audience, Lovrick manages to give an
informative introduction that could be of interest to specialists of
Western theater or to scholars in Chinese studies who want
exposure to drama. Even those who already have an advanced
knowledge of Chinese culture will surely enjoy the format of the
book.
It is Siu Wang-ngai’s intelligent photographic style that
impresses this reader the most. A lawyer by profession, Siu
frequently publishes and exhibits his photographic work in Hong
Kong. Chinese Opera contains S iu^ stills chosen from over
30,000 pictures of 200 operas in 22 different regional styles.
From the conventional of facial expressions and body
movements of a single character to the choreography of
numerous actors, Siu’s documentary approach successfully
captures the complexity of this performing art. Those who have
watched these performances will appreciate Siu’s ability to give
a true image of Chinese Opera. His goal is to preserve a
traditional art form unfortunately in decline.
Indeed，Siu’s passion for Chinese opera and
his intent to “keep record” are evident in his
pictures. They are not meant to impress the
viewer with special effects, for the colorful and
acrobatic nature of Chinese Opera is dramatic
enough without any added wizardry. In fact,
Siu did not even use a flash or tripod; he sat in
the operas as a member of the audience. His
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technique is reflected in the photos’ high degree of intensity and
realism. Characters seem to be actually moving—and almost
singing—through the pages of this book.
A professor of Chinese Performing Arts at the University of
Toronto, Lovrick complements Siu's pictures with text, for the
pictures “needed text around to explain the stories and give
background" (vi). Admitting that the original project was to
publish Siu’s work and not to write a book on the history of
Chinese opera, Lovrick limits his role to providing scholarly
notes. But his contribution is more than a simple commentary on
Siu’s pictures. Like Siu， Lovrick successfully conveys his passion
for Chinese opera. He is clearly motivated by a desire to situate
Chinese opera in the Chinese cultural and social context and to
make the stories intelligible to those not familiar with the original
texts. After a brief "anecdotal history of Chinese operaM(Chap.
1), Lovrick gives an overview of different regional styles and a
schematic summary of the opera’s major roles and musical
instruments (Chaps. 2-3). The bulk of the book consists of a
wide range of photographically documented operas. Each opera
has a synopsis detailing its origins (e.g., traditional history,
legends, myths, literary sources) and the specific regional style
illustrated by the pictures. The operas are organized in nine
thematic categories: heavenly beings, emperors and their ladies,
generals and warriors, scholars and officials, wealthy families,
common folk (or “those who are ruled”)， the religious, outlaws，
and ghosts.
This system of division might be puzzling to readers, for it
is not always consistent. For instance， why are “wealthy families”
separated from ^scholars and officials" ? Or why not a distinction
between “female” and “male” heavenly beings? A character like
the self-sacrificing, enamored White Snake (44-49) contrasts
sharply with the arrogant, irreverent Monkey King (56-63).
Another problem with the division is that it overlooks the fact that
more than one theme (and character type) might appear in the
same opera. The opera “Zhong Kui Arranges a Marriage” is
鍾馗嫁妹
rightly included in the “ghosts” category since its main
protagonist, Zhong Kui, is a ghost who comes back to arrange
his sister’s marriage. Yet, initially, Zhong Kui is a scholar who
takes part in the official exams, and his death is directly related
to corruption in the examination system.
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One might contemplate other possible categorizations
based, for instance, on characters' relationships such as "love,"
“family,” and “social status” or on the type of texts that inspired
the opera (traditional fiction like The Romance of the Three
K/ngofoms or Journey to f/?e l/Vesf, or /o/nqfu drama like The
Peony Pavilion). But any division of the rich scripts of the opera
will inevitably be arbitrary and inconsistent. For example, a
division based on genre (i.e., according to the preponderance of
acrobatics, dance, singing, or dialogue) may have been too
specialized for the target audience of the book. All things
considered, Lovrick's division is probably the most apt for his
goal，namely, to provide a general context for Siu’s photographs.
Lovrick tries to define Chinese culture's most recurrent motifs
not only in theater, but also in artistic production in general. The
readers are informed that what they see in the photographs is
part of a much wider tradition of storytelling, poetry, and painting
in which emperors, concubines, ghosts, heavenly beings,
bandits, scholars, and monks also frequently appear as
protagonists. In other words, Lovrick wishes to t(use stories from
Chinese opera to provide a window on Chinese social structure
and experience” and wants to do this in a way that appeals to a
non-specialist audience. The result is a simplified, but not
distorted, image of Chinese society.
Chinese Opera ends with a very useful guide that explains,
photo by photo， （both in English and Chinese) each opera’s
regional style, troupe, and year of performance. Names of the
characters and performers are also provided. The final, selected
bibliography includes some titles of Chinese-language books.
These addenda (and the presence of Chinese characters for
opera styles and titles throughout the book) testify to the
authors' intent to produce more than a purely entertaining work.
It is only a minor flaw that the table of contents does not specify
the titles of the operas included in each chapter; one has to turn
to the final index in order to locate a specific opera in the book.
On the other hand, the index is well organized and complete,
and Chinese characters are supplied for all English titles as well
as all other theatrical terms translated in the book. In sum,
Chinese Opera not only fulfills its promise to provide images and
stories of this performing art, but also has something to offer to
sophisticated devotees of Chinese opera.
Paola VOCI

